
ITALIAN LINENS AND  OIL-CLOTHED LINENS FOR THE HOME DECOR

La Gallina Matta is a tabletop and home decoration company. Founded by 
Claudia Petruzzi Granato in 2004, the Italy-based home textile specialist La Gallina 
Matta is renowned for its coated (or “oil-clothed”), embroidered linens for table 
settings and companion fabrics for furnishings.  La Gallina Matta offers original 
placemats, napkins and cocktails to enhance residential and commercial interiors. 

Practical, elegant, easy to clean, 100% made in Italy.

Produced to the highest standards from exceptional base fabrics, the firm’s table-
cloths, runners, placemats, napkins, coasters, and decorative textiles dazzle for 

many reasons, not the least of which is their ideal balance of form and function. 
As Petruzzi Granato explains: “Our oil-clothed linens offer a decorative magic, 

adding color, pattern, shine, and ease to the tabletop.”

La Gallina Matta’s style speaks of cozy informality, although many of its patterns are 
equally at home in formal settings. Claudia Petruzzi Granato goes back to the future 
for each extension to the collection, analyzing the ancient arts to influence the cre-
ation of the unique, timeless, timely shapes that she models for the characteristics 
of the modern table. The designs range widely in shape, style, and decorative detail; 
each incorporates machine-made or bespoke embroidery, cut and hand-finished by 

the company’s artisans.

La Gallina Matta crafts its collections in its dedicated Rome facility. 

La Gallina Matta enriches it Home Decor catalogue by launching new collections 
of lamps and cushions, tailor-made for home and hotelerie. The refinement and 
freshness of linen in its countless shades will light up on tables of restaurant, resorts 
and private homes, making your indoor and outdoor decoration more elegant and 
colorful. The eclectism and the wide color choice make the collections suitable for 
different interior designs styles. According to customer’s needs, products can also 

be customizable.

LA GALLINA MATTA


